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CHAPTER 1:

The Fundamental Questions
Many coaches who are about to start a coaching
business while working full time, have some
questions about whether

it

is the right decision.

These are not questions about the process,
strategies or tactics.

These core questions are not about the
“HOW”.

They are about the “WHY”.

Here are the 4 fundamental questions about
starting your coaching side hustle.

Why Coaching?
If

you are drawn to coaching, you probably have a passion for people – a

deep-seated desire to see them achieve great results and a drive to help
them do so. You get a great sense of satisfaction by positively impacting
those you interact with.
Coaching lets you do exactly this while being able to live abundantly and get
recognised for

it.

As per ICF’s Global Coaching Study 2020 the average income from coaching
is $47,100.

AVERAGE ANNUAL INCOME FROM COACHING
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And this is just the average.
Successful coaches can easily make 6 figures and the most successful ones
make millions per year.
It

is the perfect side hustle to start while you are at your full time job as

it

gives you immense freedom, flexibility and fulfilment while starting and
growing

it.

Seeing yourself help others and change their lives can give you the much
needed inspiration that few other jobs can offer.

Why Side Hustle?
Broadly speaking, a side hustle is an activity you do outside of your day or
full-time job to move in the direction where you are doing something you love
and are passionate about and earn extra money from

it.

Many of us feel stuck in our day job. We yearn to do something greater.
Something more fulfilling where we are helping others and making the world
a better place.
Studies show that 85% of people are unhappy at their current job and 77%
want to have a positive impact in the world.

A STUDY ON PASSION AT WORK

But very often, doing this isn’t sustainable – at least when you are just
starting out.
And at the same time, life doesn’t stop. You have to sustain yourself, have
bills to pay and a certain lifestyle to maintain.
A day job takes care of these basics.

It

provides you stability while you grow

your passion into something that is sustainable – which looking at the data
below

it

realistically can become but can take time.

AVERAGE INCOME FROM COACHING AS A SIDE HUSTLE

But there are costs associated with starting and growing any business and
the same holds true for a coaching business. What you earn from your day job
can effectively fund your coaching business.

Having money makes everything happen faster and (often)
easier.
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Niching Effectively
Simply, reaching out to your prospects won’t
convert them into high-end paying clients. A
great looking website is useless unless

it

actually converts clients.
A strong building needs a strong foundation.
And just like that,

if

you want to build your

coaching business to great heights, you need to
lay a strong foundation for

it.

An effective niche is that strong foundation

What a Niche

is

Not

It’s estimated that over 90% of coaches who are just starting off fail because
they do not have a niche.
Many coaches have just a vague or abstract idea of niche. They choose a
demographic and call

it

their niche.

A few examples of demographics are women working in corporate jobs,
couples going through a divorce, fresh university graduates etc.
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If

they can’t see you then you won’t be able to get them as
clients.

3.

Will they be able to pay you?

The people in your niche should have the financial capability to pay you.
As an extreme example,

if

your niche is to help people who have recently filed

for bankruptcy get back on their feet.
In this case, you will be hard pressed to find clients who will actually be able
to pay you well for what you are offering though what you are offering is quite
valuable.

Are they willing to pay you for the
problem you solve?
4.

Ask yourself the question, is this a problem someone will pay you $1000 to
solve?
It

is essential that the answer to this is a yes.

If

the answer is a no, then you

need to rework your niche.
For example: Helping business owners find their inner child.
Most business owners don’t really care about

it

and those that do, are few in

number.
This is not a problem someone will pay you $1000 to solve.
But on the contrary, look at the niche our client Brian Peters has: He helps
financial advisors double their leadflow without spending any money on
advertising via referrals.
Now that’s something a financial advisor would be more than happy to pay
over $1000 for.

ARE THEY WILLING TO PAY YOU

The problem you are solving should be painful enough for your niche that
they feel compelled to open their wallets and pay you for helping them
overcome
Now

if

ready.
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Crystallizing Your Niche
Now take a moment and analyze the
niche you have come up with for
yourself.
Does

it

answer the 4 critical niche

questions:
Are you passionate about it?
Is

it

abundant and easy to reach?

Are they able to pay you?
THE NICHE DIAMOND

Are they willing to pay you for the
problem you solve?
And

if

your answer is yes to all of the above, then congratulations, you have

nailed your niche!
If

not, go through this chapter again until you do.

Don’t skimp on the time or effort you put in this step to get

it

right. This is

one of the most critical steps and will be the foundation of your entire
coaching business.
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Pricing your Coaching
Now with clarity on your niche, you need to put a
price for your coaching.
Pricing yourself right can mean the difference
between constantly struggling to get and retain
clients versus getting clients who are excited to
work with you, pay you well for

and stay on

it

with you for the long term.
So let’s get into how to do that.

Charging by the hour
One of the worst strategies to enter the world of coaching is charging by the
hour.
Look at the most successful coaches out there. Do you see anyone charging
by the hour? Why do you think that is so?
When people think about price, they compare like with like.
When you charge by the hour, your clients compare

it

to what they can get for

the cost of that coaching session.
For example,

if

you are charging $100 for a session, your prospective client is

immediately going to associate

it

with what they can buy for $100. A nice

meal for their family. 5 months of Netflix. You get the drift.
They are comparing your coaching, which is often intangible to something
tangible. And they are going to ask, is
That comparison is going to make
coaching. And even

if

it

it

worth it?

very unlikely for them to opt in for your

they do, they are unlikely to stick with

it

for enough

time as they are going to make that comparison for every single coaching
session with you.
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How to Get Traffic
Now that you have your niche nailed and your
program packages, it’s time to get traffic.
Getting a steady stream of leads which can
convert into paying clients is one of the biggest
things a majority of coaches struggle with.
So how can you do it?

What

is

Traffic?

Traffic is essentially the relevant people in your niche seeing your content.
These are the people you need to get in front of and convert them into paying
clients.

Types of Traffic
The book “Traction: A Startup Guide to Getting Customers” outlines the 19
main channels which drive traffic.
I’ve gone one step further and merged some of them to be more concise and
relevant for coaches to come to the 12 types of traffic as listed below:
PR: This is basically getting your name out in the press or getting media
coverage.
Blogging, SEO and Content Marketing: This is creating original content and
publishing

it

on your own blog, on other blogs as guest posts, your YouTube

channel, LinkedIn etc.
Online ADs: This is posting ADs online. That could be on search engines
like Google and Bing, on platforms like Facebook, YouTube and LinkedIn or
display ads on other websites.
Joint Ventures and Email Marketing: This effectively means partnering with
someone who has a mailing list or a traffic asset which is relevant to your
niche.
Educational Platforms: This is traffic from platforms like Udemy and
Coursera.
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Speaking Gigs: This is getting on a stage and speaking to a relevant
audience.
Community Building: This is building groups on Facebook, LinkedIn etc.
and getting traffic from there.
Referrals and Your Network: This is people who you already know or people
your existing clients know.
Offline ADs: This is traditional media such as billboard and hoardings, print
media like newspapers, magazines and flyers, television advertisements
and radio ads.
Trade Shows and Offline Events: These are events which have members of
a particular industry display, demonstrate, and discuss their products and
services.
Viral Marketing and Unconventional PR: This includes conducting unique
and unusual publicity stunts and creating content which goes “viral”.
Engineering as Marketing: This means creating tools and resources which
people find useful and will use.

12 TYPES OF TRAFFIC FOR COACHES

Traffic That Doesn’t Work
PR
PR is great for credibility but the traffic generated from

it

is generally not

relevant and will rarely turn into paying clients for you (unless you get on
Oprah!)

Offline ADs
These can be pretty expensive and are more relevant to mass and non-niche
businesses. So they typically don’t work very well for coaches.

Trade Shows
These are relevant for businesses which provide products or services related
to the theme of the trade show. This traffic source is typically not relevant for
coaches.

Traffic That Can Work But Not
Recommended
Online ADs
Also called PPC (Pay Per Click), these can work really well and are a great
way to scale up your marketing efforts.
But how effective your ADs are going to be is quite dependent on your niche.
If

your niche is quite competitive, your costs are going to be very high as you

are going to be competing with so many people and your audience is going to
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be numb with the amount of noise coming at them from everywhere.
Though online ADs seem easy to execute, remember that they can be a black
hole of money

if

not monitored properly.

Online ADs also have a limited life for which they work after which you need
to recreate your ADs.
It

takes even experienced marketers 3 months on average to start seeing

returns on their online ADs.

So unless you are an experienced marketer in paid marketing,
the right

fit

it

might not be

for you.

Blogging, SEO and Content Marketing
Though this can be a great source of relevant traffic once you establish

it, it

is not quick or easy.
It

takes quite some work and time in figuring out and learning how SEO

works, creating the right content which will rank well on Google as well as
converting the traffic you get from there to paying clients.

You are also at the mercy of ever changing search engine algorithms which
can pretty much wipe out your entire stream of steady traffic you may have
developed overnight.
So

you already have a blog which is getting a good amount of traffic from

if

people in your niche, this is a great strategy.
But

if

you are just starting off, in view of the time

would advise against

it

requires to establish

it,

it.

The same goes for YouTube. Over 500 hours of new content is uploaded and
published on YouTube EVERY minute.

YOUTUBE STATISTICS

That means 720,000 hours of new content per day.
Unless you already have a Youtube channel with a great following, you are
going to have to put in work and spend time separating yourself from the
noise, getting noticed, recording and producing high quality videos.
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TRUST AND CONVERSION BASED ON MARKETING CHANNEL

As per the above study by Neilson, people trust referrals and JVs 2.43 times
more and 1.46 times more respectively compared to online ADs. And

it

directly correlates with the rate at which people convert into paying clients.
Another valuable thing about JVs is that you can often negotiate deals where
you pay nothing upfront and pay based on the clients you get from the JV
promotion.
This means your risk is effectively zero.

I

personally find JVs as one of the best ways to start getting clients. So much

so that

I

coach the coaches signing up for my program to use JVs as a

primary way of getting a steady stream of paying clients.

WHAT TYPES OF TRAFFIC WORK FOR COACHES
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Converting Traffic to Clients
With the right traffic source in place, it’s time to
understand how to convert that traffic into
clients who will pay you.
The way to convert high ticket clients on
autopilot, consistently is not a dream. What you
need is a funnel.

What

is

a Funnel?

A funnel is basically the process to build trust, credibility and need.
Trust means they trust that you have something valuable to offer.
Credibility means they know that you are an authority in your space.
Need means they realise they need your product.
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CHAPTER 7:

The Major Risks
Building a full-time job with a side coaching
business is not easy. There are risks involved.
You must make sure that you do your best to
avoid risks. In this way, you can avoid putting
yourself in unnecessary and avoidable
situations.
But what are these risks and how can you avoid
them?

Quitting your job at the wrong
time
Are you feeling you are ready to dive in head first in this journey of building
your coaching business?
I’m sure you are eager to see yourself switch from an employee to an
entrepreneur in pursuit of the life of your dreams?
Do you feel it’s the right time to put in your papers and resign?
But hold on there!
Before you take any drastic steps, you need to take stock of where you are.
How to avoid it?
Be practical.
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Yes, your coaching business can sustain you, but
there. But
So when is

till it

it

can take some time to get

it

does, you still have bills to pay

the right time for you to quit your full-time job?

Do not make an emotional decision. You might have started getting some
traction on your coaching business. In your head
validated. But has

it

it

might feel as

if it

is

grown enough to sustain you financially?

And on the other hand,

if

your coaching side hustle is not doing so well, you

might feel the reason is you are not focusing on

it

full-time. Don’t fall into

that trap.

You must make a data driven decision about this.

Remember, your day job is what is making

it

possible for you to build your

coaching business.
Take some time and gather your bills or financial statements for the last few
months.

If

Go through

possible, for the last 12 months.
it

and list out in detail all your expenses. Be comprehensive and

don’t miss anything out.
Make sure you take into account your utility bills, insurances, mortgage
payments, loans, groceries and anything else. Also don’t forget annual or
semi-annual expenses.
Now using all this, calculate what is your actual monthly spend.
Different people have different risk appetites based on their age and life
situations.
But a general rule of thumb

I

agree with is that your coaching business should

be generating enough profit to cover your monthly expenses consistently.
By profit

I

mean the money coming in from your coaching business minus all

the expenses

it

By consistently,

takes to run

I

it.

mean, not just one good month.

It

should have a track

record of generating enough profit for at least 4-6 months.

WHEN YOU QUIT YOUR JOB AND GO FULL TIME

Another option is to go part-time at your job instead. It’s surprising how
many employers will be open to you working part time.
Even more so

if

you are a valuable resource in the company. You can leverage

that and eventually work part-time in your day job and focus on your
coaching full time.
You don’t want to quit your job, work on building your business and then have
to quit that because you have run out of money to sustain yourself or the
business.

It
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The Legalities
After putting in so much time and effort into building your coaching business,
the absolute worst thing that can happen to you is legal trouble.
Getting sued and everything that follows

it

is no doubt very expensive. But

it

also has the intangible repercussions of causing you immense stress and
wrecking your morale.
And on top of that, you don’t want to risk your day job. That’s what pays the
bills (at least for now) right?
So, what are the legal risks and how can you avoid them?

Taxation
The income that you make from your coaching activities are not exempt from
tax.
According to a survey

,

1 in 4 people who earn money from their side hustle do

not declare their income.

TAX LIABILITY FOR YOUR SIDE HUSTLE

Ensure that you are declaring

it

and paying taxes as required and on time so

as not to end up on the wrong side of the tax authorities and get implicated
with tax evasion or tax fraud.

Know What You Sign
There are agreements an employer would have asked you to sign.
A few common ones are:
Employment Contract – An agreement entered into between an employer and
an employee at the time the employee is hired that outlines the exact nature
of their business relationship
Non-compete agreement – an agreement not to enter into competition with
your employer

KNOW WHAT YOU SIGN

Non-solicitation agreement – an agreement not to solicit your employer’s
clients or employees
Non-disclosure agreement – an agreement to keep your employer’s private
information confidential
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CHAPTER 8:

The Entrepreneurial Mindset
Many aspiring coaches are immensely
successful in their corporate careers but they
fail in building their coaching side hustle.
Often

it

is because of the mindset.

Nurturing the right mindset is one of the most
important investments you can do in yourself.
You need to shift your mindset from an
employee one to an entrepreneurial one.
Let’s understand what this means and how you
can do

it.

Have a beginners’ mindset
Wherever you may be along the corporate ladder in your day job, keep in
mind with regards to your coaching business that you are like an intern.
You might have a narrow job role which you are great at in your current day
job. But that will not be the case while building your business.

WEAR MANY HATS

You have to learn a lot and wear many hats.
From ideating to marketing to selling to delivering and everything else in
between.
Try to learn as much as possible about your industry. Focus on learning from
various people about their industry. Keep thinking how you can implement
your learnings practically for your business.

The downside of that is you become used to not failing and forget how to
overcome failure.
Be conscious of that.

Embrace Failure

Many day jobs have a limited exposure to failing.
As you build your coaching side-hustle, because
at your job and specialize, your propensity to fail
out there and doing things you are not an expert

And as you become better
you will be putting yourself
decreases too.
in, you will fail more often.

In the process of building your coaching business you will face multiple
rejections and failures.
Don’t let failures discourage or dishearten you.

EMBRACE FAILURE

Similarly, you will face a lot of rejections.
When someone says “No” remember they are saying no to your proposal and
not to you as a person.
Failing and rejections are a part of the game. Don’t get demotivated and quit
because of them. Embrace them and learn from them by logically analyzing
them by asking “why”.
Taking breaks and rejuvenating yourself will actually help you be more
effective overall.

Get Comfortable With Selling
It’s likely that your day job does not involve selling.
Most coaches have the notion that selling is bad. There are various
stereotypes and mental blocks attached to selling.
Selling is not about being a sleazy salesperson. Nor about pressurizing the
client by using different tactics.
It

is about adding or bringing out value for the other side so that they

understand that you deserve the money they are paying.

THE MEANING OF SELLING

Selling is just an exchange of value for money.
If

you can add to their lives and transform their situation, they will pay you.

You may get a lot of prospects who will want sessions for free.

Be at peace with money and asking for it.
Realize your worth and what value you bring to the table for your clients.
Realize that money is a tool.

Value Your Time
Your time is your most valuable asset. This is even more relevant as you are
managing your day job along with your business.

“Time is the most valuable thing one can spend.”
– Theophrastus

Don’t keep giving out coaching sessions for free.
If

you give out free sessions to anyone who books in, that will end up turning

into a massive waste of your time.
Have preset rules about free sessions.
Limit the number of free sessions you will give out and pre-qualify the people
you give them to using a questionnaire.
This is how we do

it.

Anyone who books in a session with us is sent a pre-

qualification questionnaire.
Analyzing their answers, we can gauge right away
they will be able to pay us and

if

if

they are the right fit,

if

they will be ready to put in the work we

require them to.
You can download the exact questionnaire we use here

.

HOW COACHES SHOULD PREQUALIFY THEIR CALLS

You don’t want to give out free sessions to people who are not a good

fit

for

you or who don’t have the capacity or tendency to turn into paying clients.

Actively seek objective and
expert feedback
Often we are too close to what we are doing to see what’s missing or not
working.
Many times, we don’t know what we don’t know.
This is why feedback is important.
But not feedback from just anyone.
For example, don’t ask your accountant friend for feedback about your
website.
Unqualified people often give opinions which don’t work because they don’t
have the domain knowledge or expertise to give you relevant feedback.
That’s a recipe for endless tweaks which may take you even further from what
you need to do and have you running around in circles, getting nowhere.
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For example, in the early days of this business,

I

asked a friend who was a

corporate executive for feedback on one of my first online sales
presentations.
She worked with presentations a lot in her corporate career, but had never
sold anything online.
She told me to condense my 100 slides into less than 10.
She was looking at

it

from her perspective of what worked for her during

corporate presentations where the slides are full of information whereas each
of my slides had just a few words – which is perfect for a sales or marketing
presentation.
I’m glad

I

didn’t listen to her.

That product launch took the business from making $500 to making $13,000
per month in just a few months.
If

I

had listened to her advice, that product launch would not have been

successful and this business would probably not have been anywhere close
to where

it

is now.

Listening to that unqualified feedback that would have been a terribly costly
mistake.
Seek expert feedback.
Ask your accountant friend to go over your business’ financial statements.
Ask a conversion expert about your website.
Ask people in your target niche to validate your coaching offerings and

if

that

is something they would pay for.

I

do the same for my clients. The experts on my team build their online

coaching business end-to-end and then these same experts also guide and
advise my clients on every aspect of their business on an ongoing basis.
This helps my clients leverage industry expertise and avoid costly and time
consuming mistakes

THE EXPERT FEEDBACK CYCLE

Expert feedback helps you to realize what is going wrong and helps you get
you closer to making your coaching business become sustainable and thrive
quicker.
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By declaring your goal, giving regular updates and being accountable to
someone leverages the power of social expectations.
People tend to work harder, persist more and be more intentional.
About a year ago,

I

started incorporating weekly accountability workshops for

the coaches who sign up for my program.
It’s got them into action like never before and I’m repeatedly astounded by
how frequently they achieve unprecedented results for themselves.

Avoid Noise
Most people selling advice related to coaching are doing just parts of

it.

Just

how to make a website, how to sell etc.

THE SYSTEMS A COACH NEEDS

As you can see above, for an online coaching business to work,

it

needs

multiple systems working smoothly together.
Technology is not fun when
figure

it

it

doesn’t work the way you want

it

to and have to

out yourself.

Get a mentor or someone who can guide you and give you an end-to-end
methodology and systems. That is immensely more valuable than taking
parts from multiple places and trying to

fit

them all together.

This will save you a ton of time from wasting your time on avoidable research
and integration headaches.

Time Management Techniques
While building your coaching side hustle, your time is your most valuable
resource.
It

is essential you use

it

efficiently. These are the 2 time management

techniques which are quite easy to implement but will have a great effect on
how effective you are.
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Time Blocking
Time blocking is where you divide up
your day into multiple segments or
blocks. Each block is dedicated to
focusing on a particular task, or a
group of tasks.
Set up your day in advance with the
relevant time blocks for what you
plan to get done on that particular
day.
This way you don’t have to make
choices about what you are
supposed to do which can easily
cause decision paralysis leading to
you being less effective and wasting
your time wondering what you
should do instead of actually doing
TIME BLOCKING

it.

Pomodoro Technique
The Pomodoro Technique is one where you work for 25 minutes and take a
break for 5 minutes and then repeat.

I

personally love this as

it

allows me to be supremely effective and work in

short bursts but also take the necessary breaks in the middle.

THE POMODORO TECHNIQUE

The key thing here is to avoid distractions while you are in your 25-minute
work “sprints”.
Research shows that

it

takes 20 mins to go back “in the zone” from context

switching.
This means, every time you get distracted and check those notifications on
your phone,

it

takes you about 20 minutes to get back to working at the same

level before you got distracted.
There are many more time management techniques out there with varying
effectiveness.
The point is to find one that works for you and stick with

it.

Triage Calls
Triage calls are a very effective way to identify leads who are a good

fit

for

you while optimizing the time you spend talking to them.
A triage call is a short 20 minute preliminary call. You do not try to sell or
close the lead on this call.
Instead, you qualify the lead and assess whether they are a good
coaching,

if

they will be able to pay you and

and have a longer call with.
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Though
client,

it
it

may seem counterintuitive to have 2 calls to close someone as a

actually saves your time as you don’t end up spending a lot of time

talking to people who you have identified to not be a good fit.
I’ve done this for over 20,000 leads and it’s worked so well that
and recommend

it

I

still do

it

to all my clients.

Previously when we were doing what most other people were doing and
advising to do, which is close people on a single call, we found out that out of
every 5 people, 3 to 4 of them were not qualified.
But we would spend 90 mins for each of them.
But by implementing the Triage call methodology, we would still get the same
amount of people signing up in the end but we would spend a LOT less time
talking to the unqualified leads.
The same outcome with a lot less time spent.

ADVANTAGE OF TRIAGE CALLS FOR COACHING

Outsourcing
Being a solo entrepreneur building a coaching business while handling a day
job at the same time, you are surely going to be pressed for time.
You might find yourself doing many menial tasks day to day which don’t really
need your expertise or attention.
These are the tasks you should outsource to virtual assistants (VAs).
They are quite reasonably priced and

it

will free up your time from basic

menial tasks and allow you to instead work on high-level things for your
business.

OUTSOURCING

Employing VAs is a simple and straightforward tactic which can quickly give
way more returns than what you pay for.
A company
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This is just one example. There are many more coaches out there building
their coaching business while doing a full time day job.
Amanda Pickering started a health coaching side business while working for
18 months with a full-time job.

Nagina Abdullah runs MasalaBody that makes more than $12k every month
and she still has a full-time job.

If

they can do

it,

why not you?

You just need to do one thing to make

it

happen – START!

Conclusion
Congratulations on finishing this guide!
By going through this guide you have put yourself in a place where you are
much more likely to succeed in creating a successful coaching side-hustle
and move a step towards your dreams while holding on to your day job.
Start taking all the action steps one by one that is mentioned in this guide.
Don’t just read, begin implementing.
Remember, Rome was not built in a day!
Start now, remain consistent, and build an empire for yourself.
Have you nailed your niche? Do you think there is something
Do you have any questions which were left unanswered?
Let me know in the comments and I’d love to address them.
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